The Five Levels of Student Engagement:

1. **Administrative Leader**: A student engaged at this level decides how a Green Fund project will move forward, who will be placed in the project's leadership positions, and who will work with administrators, faculty, staff, and/or community members to complete the project.

2. **Coordinator**: Every project has multiple components that need to be completed for the project to be successful. A student coordinator manages one particular component, and helps make decisions concerning that aspect of the project.

3. **Student Worker**: A student engaged at this level works consistently on a project— for example by collecting data, completing delegated tasks, or helping make particular aspects of the project happen—without making project decisions.

4. **Student Volunteer**: Student volunteers participate in a project for as little as a few hours, and help to perform basic tasks. Volunteers learn about the project, but may not have a thorough background in the big picture of the project, and do not make project decisions.

5. **Experiential Learner**: A student engaged at this level is not involved in developing or implementing a Green Fund project, but learns something about campus sustainability as the result of one, perhaps by attending an event, seeing a process, benefiting from results, etc.